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Newly Crowned “Miss” Maryland, USA, Is a Man

Jade ThaiCatwalk/iStock/Getty Images Plus

The “transgender” war on women continued
on a front where the lavender army of fruits
and nuts can justly claim total victory.

A man was crowned Miss Maryland USA.

Bailey Anne Kennedy is a three-fer in the
“diversity” racket we are told, a “trailblazer”
who set the standards for trannies
everywhere for years to come.

And Kennedy is just one in a long conga line
of cross-dressing drag queens to win a
“beauty” contest.

Transgender male Bailey Anne
was named Miss Maryland USA.
pic.twitter.com/hLswjZncTL

— TENET Media
(@watchTENETnow) June 7,
2024

On to L.A. to Be a Pretend Woman

Kennedy’s a three-fer because he’s married, an Asian, and, again, a “trans woman.”

What a man married to a man is doing in a Miss USA pageant is a question for another day. It suffices
to say that the Cinderfella, as the Baltimore Banner put it, “broke almost every barrier that existed in
the state’s pageant history. And she did it with her first pageant.”

Next stop for Kennedy: Los Angeles, to complete in the national pageant.

What the other contestants thought about losing a beauty pageant to a man the Banner didn’t tell us.
But a former Miss Maryland, Christina Denny McDaniel, is “impressed with all the barriers Kennedy has
broken,” the website reported.

“I hope Bailey’s win inspires people both young and old to stand tall in their truth and not let anything
hold them back in the pursuit of their dreams,” she told the Banner. “Bailey will represent Maryland
wonderfully at Miss USA. I look forward to following her journey as she continues to make history here
in Maryland.”

And, naturally enough, the “LGBTQ community” everywhere turned pink with pride.

“Bailey Anne Kennedy’s accomplishment is an inspirational beacon during these often challenging times
for the trans community,” Kevin Naff, editor-in-chief of the Washington Blade, told the Banner. “It’s
especially meaningful during Pride month. Her win is further proof that the anti-trans forces aligned
against us will lose as more and more Americans become acquainted with the transgender community.”

Kennedy’s manly victory over women is “transformative,” Tramour Wilson of the Pride Center of
Maryland told the Banner, because it will change “how transgender individuals are perceived across the
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nation.”

Said Wilson:

This milestone is poised to inspire confidence within the trans community, encouraging
more trans and gender nonconforming individuals to aspire towards their dreams and break
barriers … Breaking down stereotypes and barriers by showing the world there is more to
this community than meets the eye. These are strong individuals [who] will continually
strive for their right to be their self in every light.

Actually, there’s probably less “to this community than meets the eye,” but at any rate, readers were
left wondering whether Naff and Wilson repaired to a bar for a Pink Squirrel or two to celebrate.

“I knew it was bigger than me,” Kennedy told DC News Now. “I knew that it was going to mean a lot for
all the LGBTQ kids out there who might feel like they don’t belong in a box — like me growing up.”

Kennedy added that he “felt confident in my own skin at 31,” having won being three years older than
the previous age limit.

Kennedy is “married” to a U.S. Marine officer, raising the obvious observation that Chesty Puller is
spinning in his grave.

Other Contests

Unhappily, Kennedy’s victory is no one-off. Just as men have invaded and wrecked women’s sports, they
have invaded and wrecked women’s beauty contests.

As The New American reported in November, trannies have been competing in the Miss Universe
pageants since 2018, when officials permitted a “trans woman” called Angela Ponce Camacho to
compete as Miss Spain.

Macho Camacho didn’t win, but he kicked in the door for others.

Thai “trans woman” Anne Jakrajutatip purchased the contest from a talent agency in 2022. He
immediately set about making it the manliest beauty pageant for women in the annals of beauty
pageants.

Jakrajutatip told Cosmopolitan that he “wanted to create something that was run by women for women
— not something for men to ogle over,” somewhat of a droll comment given that Jakrajutatip is a man. 

Even more amusingly, he claimed that when his company paid $20 million to buy the contest, he
became the “first female owner of Miss Universe.” That would be true if Jakrajutatip weren’t a man.

Last year’s Miss Universe contest included two cross-dressing man-ladies, “Miss” Portugal, Marina
Machete, and “Miss” Netherlands, Rikkie Kollé.

What women in general or women beauty contestants in particular think of men invading and winning
these pageants we aren’t given to know. Transfixed with trannies, the woke, leftist media generally
don’t care what real women think about it.

H/T: Breitbart
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